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CHAPTER I 

 

The water is crystal pure in the Valley of the Birds, and the birds fly high, 

back and forth between the prairie and the sky. The light is bright, dancing and sparkling 

on the pure water.  

The sun’s rays brightly reflect their light in the valley, where majestic trees 

powerfully line the banks of the river that crawls through the valley. The river ends its 

journey in a beautiful lake, gently depositing its crystal pure water. A soft wind blows 

through, caressing the multicolored leaves that decorate the branches of the majestic 

trees, releasing a sound, soft and tinkling, that sings in unison with the sound of the 

moving water. Together they create an enchanting melody, as though it is coming from a 

choir of singing angels.  

Within the valley, there is a vast plain dressed with green grass and thousands of 

colorful flowers. The lovely valley is surrounded by high rocky hills, and behind them in 

the far distance there are mountains that rise up to the blue sky. They stand in their 

striking splendor, overlooking the valley and the rocky cliffs in between, safeguarding 

them as eternal custodians.  

The sky is clear and clean here, giving the feeling of being in heaven. The valley, 

the river, the lake, the rocky cliffs, the trees, the sky, and the birds live side by side, 

peacefully sharing the joy of life. It is a beautiful place, where freedom and beauty come 

together and the spirit of nature abounds. 

 The inhabitants believe that over the mountains there is no other place that can 

match the beauty of their land. 

At the end of the valley lives a wise bird, nesting atop the tallest of all trees in the 

Valley of the Birds. He is highly regarded and known to be the wisest of all. Youngsters 

and parents alike listen attentively to his words and cherish his wise advice, for he has 

been around for a long time and knows the nature of life, with its hidden truth. 

It is said that his heart is deep and his eyes can see farther than any other bird. He 

is well aware of all the happenings in the Valley of the Birds, and he is willing to reveal 

the hidden secrets of life to those who fly high in the sky. 

It is that time of year when young birds, with their inexperienced wings, attempt 

their first flight, under the cautious guidance of committed parents whose unconditional 

love is a source of encouragement to the soon-to-be-flyers. 

“Take a deep breath,” whispered father bird to his young son Hebril, from the top 

of the rocky hill looking over the plain to the lake. Father bird had a wise and noble look, 

although he had grown rather heavy.  

“Hebril! Now it is time to fly,” mother bird said. She was a caring creature with a 

beautiful candid face. 

Father and mother bird had a purpose in life, making sure that their son would fly 

and grow up to be a successful adult bird. They pledged to do everything possible to help 

their son learn how to fly, hoping that one day he might even fly higher in the sky than 

they ever had. Hebril also had a purpose, and that was to make his generation better than 

the one before. 

“You have all you need to be successful in your first flight,” father bird 

encouraged. 
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“Daddy, don’t you think we are too high from the ground? I feel a strong breeze 

hitting my face. It scares me,” said the young Hebril, his body size only half that of his 

father. 

“Have no fear,” father bird insisted. “Start out by promising yourself that you will 

try your best to be the best you can.” 

 

“Oh, my love!” muttered mother bird. “God has created the wind to support your 

wings. Don’t be afraid, the wind will help you keep your wings high.” 

Hebril looked at the rocky hill beside him, and the tops of the surrounding trees, 

where other young birds were ready for their first flights. Just ahead, one hundred yards 

away, a young bird perched on a branch on top of a tree. He suddenly jumped in the air, 

flapping his wings, but they were not strong enough to hold him up. He crashed down to 

the ground, into the patchy green grass. Another young bird jumped off the cliff, flapping 

his wings as hard as he could. Fortunately, his wings were strong enough to keep him in 

the air. Hebril continued looking around for a while, witnessing the failures and the 

victorious first flights of other young birds who dared to try. 

Hebril stared at the sky, the valley, and the lake, still too insecure about the 

strength of his wings. 

“Look at Sandral!” Hebril yelled in a loud voice. He pointed his wing toward his 

young friend who had been born just a few yards away from his place, and was now on 

the ground. “He is much stronger than me, still he has fallen down, unable to make his 

first flight.” He shook his little head, “If he can’t, neither can I.” 

“Oh, Hebril,” muttered mother bird, “you haven’t even tried yet. And if you do 

not succeed, you will try it again. The sky will not fall if you fail. Besides, we will come 

to your rescue at any time.” 

“Just do it,” pleaded father bird. “Try your best always, and the forces in the 

winds will sustain you and give you the push you need. As the wise bird has told us, our 

Creator wants each new generation of birds to fly higher than the old one. The wise bird 

teaches us that the Creator made forces in the Valley of the Birds to assist us, to 

strengthen our wings so we can fly higher and higher.” Father bird paused for a moment, 
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before saying, “One day you will meet the wise bird who lives at the end of the valley, 

and then you will know the hidden secret of our family.” 

“And also the secret of life,” added mother bird. 

Secrets? the young Hebril thought, with a puzzled look on his face. But he was 

uninterested in such secrets at this time. For now, he just wanted to know the valley, the 

plain, the lake, and the river. However, he felt uneasy with the challenges that lay ahead. 

“The lake is so big. Where can I put my wings to rest, if I need to?” 

“Our Creator has provided us with intelligence to understand the forces of the 

wind, and to figure out how to use it. One day you will be able to fly across the lake 

without the need to stop,” said father bird. “But for now, simply fly nearby.” 

“Well… the nest is so cozy! I want to stay here, the way I am.” 

“You have to be ready for changes,” said father bird. “Whenever you can, seek 

out new paths to live your life,” he added, never taking his eyes off his young son. 

“Just try,” suggested mother bird patiently. 

Hebril looked all around, and a hint of excitement began to appear on his face. He 

was excited and at the same time uneasy, but in his heart he knew that he had to follow 

his parents’ suggestion and try his best to make his first flight. 

Hebril stepped forward and took his position. He gathered together his wings, and 

opening them up, he took a deep breath looking down the slope. 

Would he jump? thought his mother.  

“Come on, come on,” whispered father bird, “you can do it.” 

Hebril looked up and down, left and right, becoming more and more nervous with 

the passing seconds. Then he closed his wings, under the astonished gaze of his parents, 

and stepped back. 

“I’m sorry,” he said looking at father bird and mother bird. “I am not ready yet, 

perhaps tomorrow. Today I can hop around and jump on the bushes and stones. It will 

make my wings stronger, and surely tomorrow they will sustain the weight of my body.” 

Father bird and mother bird allowed Hebril to do what he asked. Hours later, the 

sun had sunk lower in the sky, dropping behind the peaks of the rocky mountains. 

“Oh, look! The sun is down and the sky is getting dark,” Hebril said, stepping 

closer to his mother. She opened her wings, hugging him tight with a lovely smile on her 

face. Her unconditional love for her son was so immense! She took him under her 

protective wings. Hebril felt secure.  

Mother bird stretched her neck toward her husband, placing her beak close to his 

ear, and whispered, “Should we tell him the family secret?” 

“Not at this time,” answered father bird in a calm voice, making sure his son 

wouldn’t hear it. 

“He has to go through the path of becoming a great bird, using the strength of his 

will and personal choices and without knowing the secret of the family. This is the only 

way he can make his wings stronger than mine, and stronger than those of my father and 

grandfather. Then the family secret can be revealed to him,” concluded father bird. 

Unaware of the conversation, the thoughtful Hebril twisted his neck and looked 

up at his mother. 

“Will you be praying to heaven for my protection?” asked the concerned Hebril. 

“Your father and I have done that since you were born, and we will always do it,” 

said mother bird with a gentle smile. 
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“The valley is so enormous, and its horizons so distant, that they make me feel 

small,” lamented Hebril. 

“The valley has been created for you, for your joy. You have to penetrate its soul 

and discover the treasure that has been reserved for you.” 

“Would you lift and hold my wings in the air tomorrow so I can stand in the path 

of the wind?” he asked, with a hint of insecurity invading his heart. 

“My dear love, of course I would do it, and for the rest of my life! If I listened 

only to the voice of my heart, that is exactly what I would do,” murmured mother bird, 

“but the voice of the principles of life tells me that I wouldn’t do a good service to your 

personal growth. Your wings must get strong. Indeed,” continued mother bird, “my love 

for you, even if it is strong, it is not enough to convert you into a mature and responsible 

bird. You, son, have to make the bold decision to act,” she concluded, in her conviction 

that Hebril had all the characteristics in his heart to become a great flyer, and a great bird 

sooner or later. 

 

Night fell in the valley of the birds, covering the valley with its soft embrace. The 

exhausted young Hebril felt a mixture of emotions: happy and secure under the warm 

wings of his lovely mother, but anxious and unable to put to rest his worries for what 

awaited him the following morning. I wonder what the wise bird would suggest to me in 

such circumstances? he thought, eager to meet him. Hebril rested his small head on the 

upper part of his chest. The feathers of his wings covered his gentle face, protecting it 

from the evening breeze. 

His eyes got heavier and heavier, and little by little his eyelids came down. 

Hebril’s thoughts traveled around his mind, envisioning the destiny waiting for him the 

coming morning, when the blue sky would show its face. 

Will I ever be able to overcome my fear and get my first flight? His insecurity 

accompanied his thoughts until he finally fell into a deep sleep. 

The friendly night had imposed its will on the Valley of the Birds and its inhabitants. All 

welcomed its natural embrace.  


